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I think we are all ready for Spring as this 
winter has been a challenge for most peo-
ple physically and mentally.  We have had 
a lot of opportunity for physical activity 
with all the snow we have had to shovel. 
Mentally it has had a toll on a person’s 
state of mind as most people have some 
form of Seasonal Affects Disorder.

MPETA however does have some profes-
sional development opportunities for you to look forward to: The 
Healthy Schools In Motion Champions Workshop on March 14, 
2014 and the Farside Workshop on April 25, 2014.   Thank you to 
Kaley Pacak, Krystle Seymour, Walter Fehr, and Brendan Neufeld 
for planning these workshops.  

The 2014 SAGE Conference is being hosted by River- East Trans-
cona School Division. The SAGE Committee has been hard at 

work choosing a theme and a keynote speaker. The keynote speak-
er for the conference is Tim Hague SR. Tim is the inaugural win-
ner of the Amazing Race Canada and a Winnipegger. Thank you 
to Brian Hatherly and Bev Ilchena for co-chairing this committee 
and the other committee members for making this event possible 
for our physical and health education teachers of Manitoba. I 
know their needs to be a lot of volunteers to make this event hap-
pen so please contact Brain or Bev if you can help out in some way. 

The MPETA Awards Night will be held the night before the 2014 
SAGE Conference. Please take some time and nominate a deserv-
ing colleague for one of these awards. The nomination forms can 
be found on the MPETA website.

I wish everyone an active healthy SPRING!!!!

President’s Message 
By Carol Peters 

Ralph Clark – Manitoba Representative to PHE Canada Board of Directors 
April 2014

A number of  changes have occurred to the PHE Canada Awards Program. Most significant of  those, is the PETE and Health Educa-
tor Awards have been renamed, and are now national-only awards. This year there will be up to two recipients per award. The Health 
Promoting School Champion Award remains the same in terms of  criteria and process, but there will now only be one given out per 
year.  Nominations are now open for these awards:

•         National Award for Teaching Excellence in Physical Education 

•         National Award for Teaching Excellence in Health Education 

•         Health Promoting School Champion

Additional information regarding these awards as well as the nomination link can be found by going to http://www.phecanada.ca/
awards .  Nomination deadline is Friday, May 23rd, 2014.

Call for Participants at the 2014 Student Leadership Conference is now open.  This is an excellent opportunity for like-minded post-
secondary students from across Canada who are involved in the physical education, health, sports, and related fields.  This year’s con-
ference takes place September 17-21, 2014 at Cedar Ridge Camp, in Bancroft, Ontario.  Additional information can be found by going 
to http://www.phecanada.ca/events/student-leadership-conference 

Start planning today for the next PHE Canada National Conference which will take place in Banff, Alberta in 2015.  Additional details 
of  this professional development opportunity will be available in the near future.
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MPETA Updates  | April 2014

Mark your calendars for these upcoming events:
FARSIDE - Friday April 25 at the Jonathan Toews Community 
Centre in Winnipeg

MPETA Annual General Meeting – Wednesday May 21 at the 
Manitoba Teachers Society

TUCK – Thursday October 23 – location to be announced

MPETA Awards - Thursday October 23 at Murdoch MacKay 
Collegiate

SAGE – Friday October 24 at Murdoch MacKay Collegiate

Check the MPETA website regularly for updates about these 
events: www.mpeta.ca 

MPETA Professional Development Funding
The MPETA professional development funding is still  
available for the 2013-2014 school year! To apply, go to: 
mpeta.ca/resources/grants/ 

Thompson Publishing - Functional Fitness Charts
MPETA has partnered with Thompson Educational Publishing 
to promote the new Functional Fitness Charts! Charts are avail-
able to MPETA members at a discounted rate of  $255.00. Visit 
mpeta.ca/resources/ to download the order form and for 
more information. 

Girls Forum
Each year, MPETA sets aside funds to help support Girls Day 
Events in Manitoba Schools. These events vary based on local 

needs but should include opportunities to be physically active.

For more information or to request funding contact  
us by phone at 204-926-8357 or by email at:  
mpeta@sportmanitoba.ca  

Intramural Equipment Grant 
There are still grants available for the 2013-2014 school year! 
This grant program is to be used for the purchasing of non-
traditional Intramural Equipment. Please note that equip-
ment used for inter-scholastic activities (basketball, volleyball, 
hockey…) will not qualify for the grant. 

Applicants must:
• Be a full MPETA member
• Complete the Intramural Equipment Grant Application Form 

(one grant application per school will be accepted)

For more information go to: mpeta.ca/resources/grants/

Geocaching Loaner Program
Are you looking to do some Geocaching with your class? 
MPETA has partnered with Healthy Schools in motion to offer the 
Geocaching Loaner Program!

This program will allow in motion schools to geocache and pro-
vide students with an innovative experience while being physi-
cally active.

How do I sign up my school? Fill out the School Rental 
Agreement and send it to MPETA. Geocaching Loaner Kits are 
available for loan to in motion schools for a three week period. 

For more information go to: http://mpeta.ca/resources/

MPETA is on Twitter and Facebook!
Follow us on Twitter at: @MPETA_news  
Check us out on Facebook at: mpetacanada
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4-8 gatorskin balls
24 pins
4 benches (at least)

Bombadier
The objects of the game are to protect your pylons with a ball on top of 
them and to knock your opponents’ balls off their pylons.

Set-up
Divide the gymnasium into four equal quadrants using the sau-
cer markers.  Assign ¼ of the children to each quadrant.  Set 
up 2 or 3 pylons in each quadrant.  Place a red gatorskin ball on 
each pylon and a hoop around each pylon.  Each team is given 1 
or 2 blue gatorskin balls to throw.

Rules
• Nobody can put any part of their body inside of or over top of 

the hoop while guarding the pylon.
• Once a ball is knocked off a pylon, it is placed inside the hoop.  

The red balls cannot be thrown.
• You are allowed to hold a ball for 5 seconds.
• You are only allowed to have 1 ball at a time.
• You cannot walk with the ball.

Equipment
• 8 or 12 red gatorskin balls
• 8 or 12 pylons
• 8 or 12 hoops
• 4 or 8 blue gatorskin balls

FRC Dodgeball  
(Fort Rouge Crazy Dodgeball)
The object of the game is to hit everybody with a gatorskin ball to 
make them sit down cross-legged on the floor. 

Set-up

Fort Rouge School is an inner-city school located in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba. We are a multicultural school with an underprivi-
leged population. There are approximately 110 children in Nurs-
ery through Grade 6. Every year, I try to augment the Physical 
Education program with new, innovative programs.  

The 2013 MPETA School Intramural Equipment Grant was 
used to purchase a Speedskin foam ball starter kit consisting of 
six sets of balls of various sizes and a mesh storage bag. There 
are six different colours of balls and bags.    

It was also used to purchase some Dimple Tech soccer and play-
ground balls.  All this equipment was purchased from Catsports.  

The total cost of these items was $320.09. I used the $300.00 
School Intramural Equipment Grant from MPETA and my 
Physical Education budget. They will be used in regular Physi-
cal Education classes, Recess Intramurals, and special events.

This equipment can be used to teach a variety of skills and low 
organized games. The Dimple Tech balls offer a softer and more 
durable alternative to traditional soccer and play ground balls. 
The children prefer the Dimple Tech balls over traditional rub-
ber or vinyl balls. Although they may require a little more ex-
pense, they will last a lot longer.

We have already used the balls as substitutes for Gatorskin balls 
in throwing and tag games. The following three games can be 
played with this equipment:

Pin Dodgeball
The object of the game is to hit someone on the other team with a ga-
torskin ball or knock over a pin on the other team’s bench. 

Set-up
Put two benches on each side of the gym.  Place 6 pins on each 
bench.  Place a bench along the wall on either side of the gym 
for boys and girls to sit on when they are hit.

Rules
If you are hit, you sit on the bench on your side of the gym. If 
there are not enough benches, the children can sit on the floor 
on their side with their backs to the wall.
You are not allowed to go over or under the bench.
You are not allowed to cross the center line.
If your teammate knocks over one of the other team’s pins, all 
your teammates are freed from the bench.

Equipment

Game Time
Don Baxter

Intramural Equipment Grants
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Our Phys. Ed. Team purchased a tchoukball start-up kit from Marchant’s for $399.95, which in-
cluded two nets and four balls, in an effort to introduce a newer sport for our intramural program.  
Additional costs for the starter kit came from our base budget account.  Collectively we decided we 
wanted to try and make this intramural sport a regular in our program by first phasing it into our 
Phys. Ed. classes.  During our classes, we plan on using quick YouTube instructional videos to help 
offer visuals for the students prior to hands on experiences.  Secondly, we plan on hosting a week 
long drop in and play during lunch hours, while we have team sign ups.  Lastly, we plan on posting 
pictures and a video on our display monitor from our classes and the drop in week.  We are look-
ing forward to introducing this fast paced sport, which is a combination of  handball and ultimate 
Frisbee, into our physical education classes as well as our intramural program.  

Tchouk’in the ball around during lunch hours

Intramural Equipment Grants

Set up two mats to act as barricades.
Randomly place four hoops on the floor.

Rules
2 people can hide behind a barricade for 5 seconds
1 person can hide in a hoop for 7 seconds
5 seconds with a ball, 2 steps with the ball, and 1 ball only.
You can only be hit by a ball thrown in the air or bounced off a 
wall.  A ball that bounces off the floor does not count.

Saving
You can get up if a ball rolls to you.
You can get up if the person that hit you sits down.

Equipment
6 gatorskin balls
2 mats
4 hula hoops

WOW! The students and staff  are very excited about the school’s new yoga mats purchased from MPETA School Intramural Equip-
ment Grant. In January, Westdale School started Yoga Fitness Classes. These classes are designed to introduce the students to an 
instructor-led fitness class, as well as find ways to involve the students that are not participating in traditional lunch hour Intramurals. 
Thank you MPETA for the $300 equipment grant. This money enabled us to purchase 21 yoga mats from Canadian Tire and Walmart. 
The Walmart yoga mats even came in their own carrying bags.

Namaste.

Welcoming Yoga into our School
Cheryl McCombe
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program at the University of  Manitoba, I have learnt that teach-
ers are always looking for ways to engage students and to find 
activities to allow them practical experience to be leaders and 
work cooperatively.  When I had a chance to participate in tarp 
games at the SLC, cooperation, leadership, communication, cre-
ativity, and group cohesion were the qualities I saw put to work 
when my colleagues and I engaged in the game.  

The Games: Smallest Island, Flip the Pancake & Ready, Set, 
Go! There are three games I want to share that I have found to 
be most successful thus far.  Like any physical education game, 
there may be many names for each game.  You may have a more 
clever, ‘time-relevant’ name to use, which is great, but I will be 
using the names that I was told! 

Materials:With all of  the games, the only material that is 
required are tarps.  The size of  the tarp would be based on class 
size and number of  participants.  To give you an idea though, I 
used a 6 foot by 4 foot tarp for 4-5 university students and that 
was sufficient.

Before Starting: Before you explain the game, it is important 
that the class be divided up into equal teams.  You can divide 
them up to avoid anyone being left out, or let the students decide.  
Once the teams have been divided up, lay a tarp out flat on the 
ground for instruction and only after the instruction should you 
give the teams their tarps. 

Smallest Island
The point of  the game is to have all the team members on the 
tarp and then to shrink the tarp down to the smallest possible 
size. They can scrunch up the tarp or fold it. Students can hold 
other students or do piggyback carrying to make the space oc-
cupied smaller. Creativity is a big part of  tarp games and should 
be emphasized!

Rules: No feet or hands can touch the ground. The team 
must hold the final position for 10 seconds for the ‘size of  their 
island’ to be counted

Adaptations: If  there are unequal amount of  team members, 
you can allow one person in a group with more students to put 
one foot on the ground. If  there is one person that is willing, 
you could make the extra person a judge

Flip the Pancake
The point of  the game is for all the team members to be on 

Saturday March 15
Beginner Rules Clinic & Umpires Training 
http://badminton.mb.ca/news_item.aspx?id=81173

Sunday March 16 
Level 1 NCCP Technical Coaches Course
http://badminton.mb.ca/news_item.aspx?id=81330

Whether you’re learning the sport, re-introducing 
yourself to it, looking for a different perspective or 
putting a designation to your current knowledge, 
these clinics are right up your alley.  Conveniently 
timed to be just before the school badminton season, 
we’re hoping that this will work into the schedules of 
phys-ed teachers and school badminton coaches.
Grade 7-8 School Team Badminton Championship

Sign up your school for the Grade 7-8 School Team 
Badminton Championships and give your school 
team the tournament they’ll remember forever!  
Registration is open and limited to 16 school  
teams, due to number of available courts.

To register or for more information: 
web: www.badminton.mb.ca  
email Executive Director Ryan Giesbrecht:  
ed@badminton.mb.ca  
phone: 204-925-5621

Simplicity. Effectiveness. Good, wholesome fun! Those are 
the words I would use in describing Tarp Games. I will explain 
in the following article why I believe the various tarp games I 
learnt at the Student Leadership Conference (SLC) in 2013 are 
great to use for most students in the school setting.

Tarp Games: The What and Why?
I decided to write about tarp games because of  the fun I had 
participating in them as well as their effectiveness when I had a 
chance to use them in a university class.

A tarp game, as you can imagine, is a game that involves the use 
of  a tarp in some way.  I will outline a few of  my personal fa-
vourites below, but first I would like to explain why I think these 
games are perfect for any teacher to adopt.  

As last-year student in the Bachelor of  Physical Education 

Tarp Games
Chris Thiessen

Badminton Development 
Weekend!
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the tarp and to completely flip over the tarp so the side that was 
face-down to start is face-up when the game is done. 

Rules: No feet or hands can touch the ground

Adaptations: If  a team wants to challenge themselves there is 
an adaptation called ‘the hotdog’.  This is when a team member 
(usually the smallest and lightest) is held up horizontally the 
entire time the team is trying to flip the tarp.  This adaptation 
obviously presents some dangers of  falling, so it should be used 
with judges or spotters on the outside just in case.  

Ready, Set, Go!
This is a simple game where teams are all on their tarps and 
must race from a starting point to a finish point.  This game is 
much more difficult than it seems, and team communication and 
unison are especially important.

Rules: No feet or hands can touch the ground

Caution: One thing to keep in mind is that most of  these 
games involve students being in close proximity of  one another.  
This may make some students feel uncomfortable, or may be 
unacceptable from a cultural standpoint.  If  this is the case, 
those students should be given the option to judge (see if  any 
feet touch the ground, help count, etc).  However, because of  
the personal bubble aspect of  these games, I would caution an 
Early Years physical educator to use these games.

Learning Outcomes: A good team will use communication, 

take time to make a plan before executing (strategize), and will 
listen to everyone’s input.  Inevitably, there will always be a 
certain one or two students who take charge (leadership) and this 
is ok as long as they are being inclusive and listening to others.  
Like any game, achieving victory, or even beating a previous 
time or record that team held is great for group cohesion and 
bettering relationships with fellow students. Also, because of  
the different variations of  the game, creativity should always 
be emphasized.  I purposely did not mention the ‘perfect’ way 
to achieve victory in these games because there is not one.  
Students will always come up with creative ways to achieve better 
performance or to win, and I think that is a healthy component 
of  competition and physical education as whole.

Tried, Tested and True I believe that these games are the 
perfect balance of  qualities – both fun and educational – that 
students really enjoy.  I had a chance to use a few of  the games 
in one of  my university classes and it was great.  Because I have 
seen these games work at the SLC, as well as in my university 
classes, I can confidently say that these games would be suitable 
for high school students.  If  the directions were clear enough 
and you could enforce a “no cheating” policy with younger 
children, I think these games could realistically be used in middle 
years too. Because of  the close proximity though it would be 
ill-advised to use these games with younger students as a group, 
but perhaps a good adaptation would be to have each student 
have their own tarp and modify the game to accommodate that.  
I think the part that I like the most about tarp games are how 
cheap the tarps are in comparison to other PE materials, as well 
as their simplicity, effectiveness, and ability for students to enjoy 
some good, wholesome fun!

Snowman Tag
By Regan Myers

Grades: K-2

Equipment: blue and yellow gator balls

This is a game of  tag with a winter twist. Two to four students are ‘It’ and they 
tag other students with the blue gator balls. When you get tagged, you freeze 
like a snowman. Your legs are the bottom ball in a circle shape (like a plie), 
your tummy is the middle ball and the top ball is made with your arms creating 
a circle around your head.

To get unfrozen, one or students have the yellow balls and they are the suns. 
If  a sun ball tags you when you are a snowman, you dramatically melt and are 
then back in the game.
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Professional Development Funding

I attended the PHE National Conference on October 25-26, 2013 
in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Although this was not my first PHE Con-
ference, the previous one was attended so long ago that I can 
hardly remember it (it was still called CAHPERD at the time!)

All the sessions I attended were very interesting, practical, and 
useful to my teaching. Saturday was somewhat disappointing; as 
both sessions I registered for were cancelled—even my second 
choice was cancelled! Kudos to the conference planning commit-
tee because even my second and third choices were very good!

My personal focus for this conference was on “Dance” as, with 
the new Dance Curriculum, there is such a big focus on dance 
right now in the province, and especially in Seven Oaks School 
Division  The dance session I particularly enjoyed was entitled 
“Developing a Vocabulary of  Dance: Enhancing Physical Literacy 
through Dance Education.” Through a card set, “Action Pak,” 
that the presenters developed and marketed, we were led through 
a process of  creating/choreographing our own creative dances. 
The cards consisted of  action words with images that we explored, 
then put together to form sequences and dance movement.  It was 
very easy and simple for the instructors, yet led to some amazing 

dance choreography by the participants in the session. I have since 
used these cards with my own students. They have begun their 
own dance exploration and choreography using these cards, and 
have come up with some amazing creative dances as well-even the 
boys! My students have really taken to these dance cards, just like I 
did in the session, and they are very easy for me to use as a teacher.

My favourite session of  the entire conference was “Just Beat It.” 
It was a drumming session that included movement, rhythm, and 
lots of  fun! Exercise balls balanced on aerobic step risers were 
used as drums, with regular drum sticks. We beat patterns on 
our own drums and those of  our neighbours, in time to the beat 
of  the music. Various forms of  locomotion were used to move 
around our drums and to get to the drums of  our neighbours. 
Not only was it fun, and different, it was a great workout as well. 
Corinne Thiessen did an excellent job presenting this session!

I enjoyed the conference very much—the sessions I attended, 
the marketplace, and the social events that were part of  it. Thank 
you to the planning committee and to MPETA for providing fi-
nancial assistance.

PHE 2013 National Conference
Kathleen Lukas, Forest Park School
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One of  the sessions I attended at the 2013 
PHE National Conference was Get Your Fit 
On, led by Ted Temertzoglou from Thomp-
son Educational Publishing. Through the 
use of  Thompson Publishing’s Functional 
Fitness Charts, the session was informa-
tive, practical, and very hands on. Ted led 
the group through a number of  activities 
that were not only fun, but a great work 
out as well. Activities included warm up, 
flexibility, core, cardio, and strength train-
ing. All of  the activities were done with ba-
sic equipment that most P.E. teachers have 
in their gym storage rooms—pylons, skip-
ping ropes, balls, mats, etc. Ted showed us 
how the activities were designed to teach 
proper form of  basic movement skills in 
the early years, and progressed to develop-
ing sport specific skills as students grew 
and developed in later years. One of  the 
activities using the fitness charts was a cir-

cuit. Four of  the fitness cards were placed 
at one end of  the gym. At the other end of  
the gym, each group was lined up behind 
an agility ladder. The first person in line 
started a routine/pattern on the ladder and 
then preceded to one of  the fitness card 
stations. The people in line would follow. 
After completing the task on the fitness 
card, the person would go back to the lad-
der, do a different routine/pattern and go 
to a different fitness card. This was repeat-
ed until we had gone to all of  the fitness 
cards set out. Another activity using the 
fitness cards was a scavenger hunt. Fitness 
cards were scattered around the space up-
side down. Using an erasable marker, each 
card had a number written on it along with 
the number of  repetitions that were to be 
completed.  We were placed into groups 
and each group was given a number. Each 
group had to move together to find the 

fitness cards in order, starting with their 
group number and then complete the task 
and repetitions on the card. If  the group’s 
number was 6, you would have to find card 
6 and then complete the rest of  the cards 
in order. The cards provided a variety of  
tasks which included strength, flexibility, 
cardio, or yoga. The great thing about this 
session was that everything we did could 
be adapted for use at any grade level.  The 
activities were also designed to keep every-
one active at the same time with a lot of  
variety. I felt that this was important for 
students with short attention spans so they 
don’t get bored standing in line waiting for 
their turn. Activities could also be adapted 
to run in small spaces; a necessity when 
your gym is taken over during Christmas 
concerts or dramas. This was an excellent 
session and I have used many of  the ideas 
Ted presented in all of  my K-8 PE classes. 

Get Your Fit On!
Walter Fehr, Border Valley School

Professional Development Funding

This past October I had the opportunity to attend the PHE Can-
ada National Conference. As a first-year Education student at the 
University of  Manitoba, I had never been to a Manitoba profes-
sional development conference, let alone a national conference. I 
was blown away by the number of  sessions offered and found it 
quite difficult choosing only three to attend. I decided to go with 
workshops on utilizing apps to enhance physical literacy, teaching 
extraordinary team games, and a new sport called Hantis.  

Each of  the sessions were tons of  fun and taught excellent skills for 
future and current Physical Education teachers. My favourite ses-
sion was on Hantis and was presented by Dr. Nathan Hall, Anneke 
Hildebrand and Jessica Yakiwchuk of  The University of  Winnipeg. 
The majority of  people attending the workshop had never played 
or even heard of  Hantis, so the class began with an introduction 
of  the basic rules and a demonstration. To understand Hantis, one 
must “imagine a doubles game of  table tennis . . . with four sepa-
rate tables with about 3-5 feet between each, and instead of  using 
paddles you use your hand to hit the ball” (Hall, 2013).  

Our group was quickly given opportunities to play the game. Ev-

ery few minutes we were shown progressions and modifications 
that would benefit ourselves and students. By the end of  the ses-
sion, the games were featuring extended rallies and new strategies.  
My colleagues and I found ourselves playing well past the end of  
the workshop, and even created new places to play on campus 
later in the week. We were so enthralled with our newfound sport 
that we presented it to the Senior Years Physical Education class 
in the Faculty of  Education. The awesome experiences students 
had at the Hantis class , Hantis has also been added to the list of  
intramurals offered at the U of  M for the Winter 2014 term.  

I am confident that Hantis is a sport that can be implemented 
in PE classes for students of  all ages.  The benefits of  teaching 
Hantis include: minimal equipment is required, many students can 
get involved quickly, extreme athleticism is not necessary, and eye-
hand coordination is developed among players.

Thank-you to MPETA for enabling me to attend such an amaz-
ing conference.  I have learned a variety of  new activities and will 
definitely be using them in PE settings in the future.

Hantis: A Perfect New Game for PE
By Scott DeLong
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1. What is your favourite food commercial? Describe it.

2. What makes that commercial memorable?

3. Where do you see and/or hear food advertising that captures your attention (eg. the  
Internet, billboards, television, radio, magazines, shopping carts, clothing, race cars,  
buses in larger cities, movies)?

4. What strategies were used to make the advertising effective/attractive?

5. Do you see food advertisements in school? If so, indicate where and for what types of food.

Nutrition Advertisement Assignment

The purpose of this assignment is to incorporate everything we have learned 
from our nutrition unit and apply this knowledge to a recipe that you could use 
in real life. You may work with a partner to create your recipe.

Rocking Recipes Assignment

The criteria for the recipe is as follows:

• Recipe is nutritious and incorporates most of the food groups

• Recipe is typed out in a handout format with each group member’s name 
included as a header

• An ingredients list is provided

• A step by step process on how to cook/create the recipe is listed

• Calories per serving size are included in the handout and what constitutes  
a serving size is provided

• The amount of fat per serving is also included (don’t worry about  
distinguishing the different fats, just total fat) in grams

• A paragraph explaining why you chose your particular recipe is attached  
(your rationale).

• You will also be required to present your recipe to the class (5 minute presen-
tation) and explain why you chose the recipe that you did. If you would like 
to bring a sample of your recipe to share with the class that would be fantas-
tic but is not required for this assignment.

HINT 
There are many websites that 
will give you the breakdown of  
calories for every food used in 
your recipe as well as the grams 
of  fat in that particular item, 
these are very helpful websites 
for this assignment eg. calo-
riecount.about.com
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Drug Prevention Brochure handout for students
Identify personal and socio-cultural beliefs, attitudes, values, and behaviours regarding tobacco, alcohol, and other  
drug use, as well as strategies for prevention through a visual display project on a specific drug-related topic or theme. Identify and 
access community resources/websites that deal with drug education (prevention, use, misuse, abuse,  
and public education) and incorporate this information into a visual display project. For this project, choose a partner and create a 
brochure on a drug-related topic using publisher.  You are encouraged to create an imaginative display that may consist of maga-
zine pictures, news articles, illustrations, and so on from internet.  This activity gives you the opportunity to explore your attitudes, 
beliefs, and behaviours with respect to drug-related themes. Designing a drug-related visual display is a four-part process.

Sample Assessment Checklist
Visual Display

• Design and organization—extent to which visual display is well designed, well organized, and illustrates topic.

• Display of  three sub-themes—extent to which content of  three sub-themes is well displayed and supports purpose.

• Creativity—extent to which visual display is creative (original and imaginative).

Written Report

• Organization and content—extent to which report is thorough, well organized, and clear, and includes description of  topic and 
three sub-themes and description of  three websites/agencies that address drug-related topic.

Drug Prevention Presentation 
Each group also submits a short paper on the drug-related theme, which includesa brief  description of  the drug-related topic and three 
sub-themesat least three helpful websites and/or agencies that address the drug-related topic

Examples of  drug-related topics are:
1. How long different drugs stay in your body

2. legal implications of  a criminal record and border crossings

3. DUI’S (boating, atv’s, snowmobiling, biking, pedestrians)

4. Recovery and support

5. Pregnancy (breast feeding, substance abuse)

6. Safe party planning

7. Addiction science

8. Troubling trends of  marijuana

9. Mental health and drug abuse

10. Random facts and statistics

11. CUD- Cannabis use disorder

12. Drug testing in schools and the workplace

13. Natural highs

You may also develop your own topics to encourage group own-
ership of  the visual display.
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